CYSA Field Set-Up/Chalking the Baselines
You only need to chalk the Batter’s Box, Foul lines & Pitchers Circle
1. Open orange utility box lock box is on the outer handle.
2. Code for lock box is CYSA phone pad 2972
3. Open lock box scroll code in and then hold black lever down and use the keys to open orange utility box 2 pad locks on both sides.
4. Open box in the box you will have a Bucket, Chalk, Chalker (Blue with wheels), Hammer, Line on a roll, Portable Pitching rubber
along with a Batter Box template outside of box and a dirt removal tool (Small metal spatula to get dirt out of base holes)
5. Base Setup - Bases are located in the purple boxes behind the backstop. Locate the base anchors for each base. The anchors
should, but might not, be covered by a round rubber plug that may be slightly buried. When the base anchors are filled with dirt, clean
them out. The bases simply plug in to the anchors.
6. Chalking Base Lines - String and a spike should be available in the equipment box to use as a guide for laying down the base lines.
Set the spike at the back corner of home plate, tie the string to the spike and follow the 45 degree angle along the backside of the plate
to the outside of 3rd base . The base line should be drawn all the way to the grass.
7. Chalking the Batter’s Box - Use the templates found behind the backstop to mark two 3’ X 7” batter’s boxes. Press on the template
so that it leaves a depression in the dirt that can be used as a chalking guide. You can also trace the inside of template with a nail from
the orange storage box.
8A. Chalking the Pitcher’s Circle - the pitching circle can be marked by using the spike and string as a circle scribe. Place the spike
behind the pitching rubber and measure an 8-foot radius. Chalk over the inscribed circle.
Also, see attached field diagram, but please note that the first and third baselines, the pitcher’s circle and the batter’s box is all that
needs to be chalked.
8B. Install the portable pitching rubber with 4 nails & hammer. When game is done please remove pitching rubber. When removing the
pitching rubber please use the hammer to pull up from the corners adjacent to the nails. Do not grab the corners as it will pull the nails
out and destroy the pitching rubber.
PUT ALL TOOLS AWAY WHEN DONE AND LOCK BOX!
PIONEER 8 FIELDS
GRADE (3/4)4/5 PITCHING DISTANCE IS 35 FEET MEASURE FROM BEHIND OF HOME PLATE
GRADE (5/6)6/7 PITCHING DISTANCE IS 40 FEET MEASURE FROM BEHIND OF HOME PLATE
CHASKA MIDDLE EAST SCHOOL FIELDS
NEED PORTABLE PITCHING RUBBER
GRADE (3/4)4/5 (35 FEET) MEASURE FROM BEHIND OF HOME PLATE
GRADE (5/6)6/7 (40 FEET) MEASURE FROM BEHIND OF HOME PLATE
GRADE (7/8)8/9 AND HS (43 FEET) FIRST PITCHING RUBBER MEASURE FROM BEHIND OF HOME PLATE
9. Please put bases away after the game in the purple base box and put the plugs in the bases receptacles. Put portable pitching
rubbers away in CYSA orange utility box. Remember to lock it.

